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ABSTRACT It is shown that finite state machines exist which are weakly
equivalent to linear systems for some nontrivial definitions of weak equiva
lence. Two systems, one linear with state space R", the other with finite
state spece, operate on the same stationary uncorrelated input sequence u.
The two systems have real valued output sequences Y and 9. Notions of
weak equivalence are formulated, which involve sets of second moments of
the input and two outputs. Power spectrum equivalence requires the
E (YtYt+T

) = E (YtYt+T
) for all T. Cross-correlation equivalence requires that

E (utYI+r) = E (ut.vt+r) for all T. The interdependence of these and other no
tions of weak equivalence are studied. The existence of weakly equivalent
finite state systems is constructively demonstrated for a standard class of
linear systems.

1. Introduction

Let us agree to call the system

{

X/~l = A~, + bUt

Yt - eXt

where xt ERn, and ut ' Yt ERa linear system although it is more properly called a
crete-time, finite dimensional, nontime-varying linear system. The vector x

t
is

state, ut the input, andY t the output. We assume that the system (1) is stable, (i.e.,
eigenvalues satisfy lA-I s; I), controllable, (i. e., p A kb == 0 for all k ~ 0 implies p ==
and observable (CAkX == 0 for all k ~ 0 implies X == 0)[1,2]. The system
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~oo<t<oo (2)

is a finite state system if <Pt e <P == {1 ,2, ... ,m}, i. e., the state space is a finite set even
though the output ut and output Yt are real valued.

We shall consider the question "when are the systems (1) and (2) in some sense
equivalent?'~The motivation for this question lies in the fact that physical simulations
of the ubiquitous linear system are performed on digital machines, which are in real
ity finite state systems. The approximation is generated by discretizing the linear sys
tem, and usually, the discretization error is negligible. This requires however that the
number m of elements of 4> be quite large. There are two questions which occur
about such an approximation.

First, how good an approximation can be obtained if m is constrained, i. e., what is
the tradeoff between number of states and output error variance E(Yt~Yf)2? This
question is the more practical one and is considered by Koplowitz[3] and Mullis and
Roberts~4]. In fact, the problem is closely related to the classical problem of discreti
zation error in numerical analysis, such as may be found in Liu(5] and Max(6].

The second question is more theoretical. What sort of notions of system equiva
lence can be formulated so that the system (1) and (2) are precisely equivalent?
These involve a "white noise" test input, and mixed second moments involving the
sequences {uf}, {Yf} and {YJ which are then stationary second-order random proces
ses.

It is obvious that the error Yt - Yt depends on the nature of the common input sequ
ence {u t}. Since <P is finite, one can choose {uJ to generate an arbitrary error. In order

. to generate a reasonable problem, therefore, one must choose a reasonable class of
inputs. There are three more or less standard test inputs for linear systems; a unit
pulse, sinusoids and white noise. The unit pulse response and the frequency response
each characterize the input-output relation for a linear systems. However, this is no
longer true for nonlinear systems and was proposed by WienerP] for this purpose. We
shall thus take {ut} to be an independent and identically distributed random sequence
with E(u~) == 1 and E(ut) == O. The distribution function of ut is

F(u) == Pr{ut~u} (3)

The cross-correlation sequence E [utYt + T] of the input and output sequences of (1)
is known to be the unit pulse response of the system, under the conditions we have
imposed on {u t}. This fact provides an identification technique which has in fact been
realized in hardware. This suggests a notion of weak system equivalence. We shall
call the systems (1) and (2) cross-correlation equivalent if E[utYt+T

] == E[utYt+T
].

The autocorrelation sequence E[YtYt +T] determines the power spectrum of the out
put process. In many situations, such as signal generation, the output pow·er spec
trum is the only important property of the system. We shall call the systems (1) and
(2) power spectrum equivalent if E[YtYt+ T

] == E[YtYt+ T
]' The problem of constructing
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Markov chains with a real valued output having a specified power spectrum has some
precedence in the signal processing literature[8,9]. In fact constructing digital signal
sources, which are widely used in the digital communication field is supposed to be a
good practical application ~or the results of the work in this paper.

We shall constructively demonstrate the existence of cross-correlation and power
spectrum equivalent finite state systems in this paper.

2. Pulse Response and Autocorrelation Sequences

The common input process {u
t
} for the systems (1) and (2) is independent and iden

tically distributed. Therefore, since the right hand sides of (1) and (2) do not depend
explicitly on time, the state trajectories {x t} and {~t} are stationary Markov processes.
So in fact, is {Xt' ~J. We shall briefly discuss these processes and consider all mixed
second moments involving elements of the input sequence and the output sequences
{Yt} and {at}'

The sequence {Xt} is a stationary, second-order, Rn-valued process with mean

(4)

and covariance

Here

(5)

00

K == AKA T + bbT == LI (Akb)(Akb)T
k=O

(6)

since (A, b) is stable and controllable, the sum in (6) exists and K is positive definite.
The scalar output sequence satisfies

where

(7)

h ~ c A T- 1 b == E [u y ] T ~ 1
Ttl + T ~ (8).

The sequence {h
t
} is called the pulse response for the linear system. The autocorre

lation sequence for the stationary process {YJ is

(9)

for T ~ O.

The sequence {~J is a stationary Markov chain taking values in cP == {1~2, ... ,m}.
The next-state function f and distribution function F determine an nl x m transition
matrix Q and an associated m x m matrix R·via

( 10)
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( 12)

( 13)

R(cf>,cf>') == J{u:!(<p. U ) = <p,}udF(u) (11)

(We will usually adhere to the convention that components of vectors and matrices
indexed by ep be identified by arguments. Subscripts will usually denote time). We
have

P r {cf>t + I == cf>' I cf>t == cf>} == Q (cf> , cf>')

E {u I A.. - A..' A.. - A..} - R (cf> , cf>')
to/I + 1 -- 0/ ,0/I - 0/ - Q (cf> , cf>')

Let ] denote the m-dimensional column vector whose components are all unity.
Then

Ql

Rl

1

o
(14)

(15)

(since the input is zero-mean). The finite system (2) (or the matrix Q) is ergodic iffor
some t, every component of Qt is positive. (Note that ergodicity implies a "controlla
bility" property, since for any pair of states in ep there will be a trajectory of positive
probability which joins them). If Q is ergodic, then Q'~ Jp where p is a probability
vector. The vector p is the unique solution to pI == 1, pQ == p and satisfies

P r { cf>t == cf>} == p ( cf» > 0 for all cf> (16)

(17)

Let g be the output map in (2); the column vector whose cf>-th component is g(cf».
Suppose that the system (2) is ergodic. Then the output process {y, }has autocorrela-
tion sequence \

'T ~ E [j'/y/ +T 1
= E l g (cPt) g ( cPt I T ) ]

== L p ( cf> ) QT ( c/J , cf>' ) g ( cf> ) g ( cf>' )
<p . <p'

gT D
p

QT g, 'T 2: 0

where

D p == diag {pel), ... , p(m)} (18)

(we use this solution throughout. Note that if Q is ergodic, Dp is nonsingular).

The state of a deterministic system characterizes an equivalence class of past input
sequences, motivating the use of the word ·'memory". Let us consider the memory
(in the mean) that the finite state machine (2) has of its past intput.

E [ u/_ T I 4>/ 1 = E [ E [ u/_ T I <p/_ T = <P, 4>/-T + I = 4>' , 4>/ 1I <PI j

I r8J cf> , cf>~ J rp (cf» Q (cf> , cf>') Q T- 1 (cf> I , cf>t ) J
<p ,d/ Q ( cf> , q>' ) p (<PI)
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7>0 (19)

Using this result, we may compute the cross-correlation of the input and output sequ
ences for the finite state machine. In analogy with the pulse response of the linear sys
tem, define for 7 > 0

fiT g E [lItYt+T]

E I E [u, g (<PI + T) I <Pt +T] I

I p ( cP ) g ( cP ) [p R QT- t D; 1 ] ( cP )
1>E4>

P R QT- I g (20)

We shall call the sequence { n
T

} the statistical pulse response for the finite state
machine. .

One can express the expectation of the product of any two elements drawn from
the sequences {uJ, {YJ, {YJ in terms of the sequences {hT}, {nT}, {iT}' The sequence {rT}
is expressible in terms of {h

T
} (equation (9)). The only such expectation that has not

been discussed is

x'

E r ( I h8 U'_8 ).vt + 7 J
8=1

where n
T

== 0 for 7 :::s O.

(21)

3. Weak System Equivalence

Two systems are generally considered equivalent if they can't be distinguished ex
ternally; that is, identical inputs produce identical outputs. We will call the systems
(1) and (2) externally equivalent if

(22)

It is unreasonable to expect that external equivalence would be possible unless the
system (1) is somehow trivial. Therefore it is of interest to consider weaker notions of
equivalence. The following are of special interest in the theory of linear systems. We
shall call the systems (1) and (2).

(i) cross-correlation equivalent if h
T

== nT for all 7 > 0
(ii) power spectrum equivalent if r

T
== 'T for all T 2: 0

Each of these notions of equivalence involve the systems (1) and (2) and the dis
tribution function F.

One can compute the mean squared error E(Yt - y)2 from the pulse response and
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autocorrelation sequences as follows.

Using (9), (17), and (21), we have

00

E (Yt - y)2 = '0 - 2 I hT nT + '0
T- 1

00 XI

== l I (hT - nT )2] == l '0 - I n~ I (23)
T = 1 T = 1

The two bracketed error terms in (23) have the following interpretation. Define an
"equivalent linear" system for the finite state machine to be the linear system defined
by

00

~ Ii u .L T t-T
T = I

Then the first term in (23), namely

II h - Ii 11
2 == E ( Yt - Yt )2

is the ·mean squared error between the two linear systems. The second term

Yo -II n 112 == E ( Yt - Yt )2

is the mean squared error between the finite state machine and its equivalent linear
system. This can serve as measure of nonlinearity, for the finite state system.

For a given next-state map f, the output map g which minimizes E(Y
t

- y)2 must
agree with the conditional expectation, i.e.,

00

== I hT E [U t - T l1>t == 1>]
T = I

00

I hT(p R Q T-l D; 1 )(e/»
T = I

(24)

We will call this map the mininum variance output map. For machines with minimum
variance output maps,

00

I ht (p R Qt t T- I g)
t= J

(25)
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(Cross-correlation equivalence)

(Power spectrum equivalence)

(Minimum variance output map)

It follows that E [YtYt+ T] (see (21»).

It the systems (1) and (2) are externally equivalent, then they are cross-correlation
equivalent and power spectrum equivalent. Furthermore (24) holds. The following
proposition considers the converse·,

Proposition 1

Suppose that the finite state system (2) is ergodic. The following three statements
are incompatible in the sense that if any two hold, then the systems (1) and (2) must
be externally equivalent.

(a) liT == hT, ,72:0

(b) 'T == rT ' , 7 2: 0

(c) )\ == E (yt I 4>t )

Proof

If (c) holds, then (25) holds and for T == 0 we have
00

fo == I htnt
t =,

Consequently (23) reduces to

E (Y
t

- y
t

)2

If (a) holds, then (23) reduces to

E (Y t - Y,)2

If (b) holds, then ro == '0. Consequently, if any two of the three holds, then
E (Yt - yJ2 == O.

Is external equivalence possible? Given the disparity between the state spaces of
the systems (1) and (2), it is obvious that if they are externally equivalent, then the
linear system must trivialize. The following proposition characterizes this situation.

Proposition 2

There exists a finite state machine externally equivalent to the system (1) if and
only if {T: h

T
=1= O} is finite, and there is a finite set U for which Pr{ut € U} == 1.

Let U be the support of P r { . }. Suppose that n == max {T : h
T

=1= O} < 00 and that U
is finite. We may then take ep == un with obvious choices of[and g to construct a finite
state machine externally equivalent to the system (1).

On the other hand suppose that E (Y t - yJ2 == 0 for some finite state system. Then
with probability one, Yt can take on only finitely many values. Consider the input
output map (7). We must have hk =1= 0 for some k > 0 since n 2: 1 and the system (1)
is a minimal realization. Assuming U is infinite means that u

t
- k can take on infinitely

many values, leading to a contradiction. Therefore U is finite. But U must contain
more than one element since ut has mean zero and variance one. Ifthe set {T : h-r =1= O}
were infinite, then the sequence {ho' hI' ... } would contain infinitely many values
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(since h E f 2). Therefore, the set of possible right hand sides of (7) is infinite; again a
contradiction. Q.E.D.

External equivalence is possible only in trivial situations. However, we shall show
(Section 5) that if (A, b) is stable and controllable and F( . ) is continuous, then there
exist finite state machines which are cross-correlation equivalent to (1) and finite
state machines which are power spectrum equivalent to (1). The construction of
these machines is via an '''internal'' approximation, wherein the state x t of (1) is esti
mated, rather than merely the output Yr

Internal System Equivalence

Let x : (/J~ Rn be a map which assigns a point in R n to each element cP of the state
space of (2), and satisfies

ex (c/J) == g (cP) for all cP E (/J (26)

We will think of x( cP) as an "'estimate" for x
f
and will call a machine described by the

maps (f,i) an internal approximation of the system (1). Let X be the n x m martix
whose 4>-th column is i( cP). Then the vector g with components {g( cP)} is g == (ex) T.

The idea of estimating the state of the linear system suggests further notions of sys
tem equivalence. We will now list some of these and partially catalogue the depen
dence of the weak equivalences in the list. If all hold, then the systelTIS must be inter
nally equivalent, i. e., the covariance of the vector x t - X (cP/) must vanish. In the fol
lowing, we assume that system (2) is ergodic.

(£1) £ [i (cPt)] == E (x) == 0, 0 r

I p (cf» i (cf» = i~ = O.
qJf: 4>

(£2) E[i (</J)i (cP)T] = E[x[x~] == K, or

I p (cP) x (c/J) X (c/J)T == xD xl' == K
¢f4> P

(£3) x (cP) == E [x, I cPt] (minimum variance condition), or

'X)

x == Ax (D Q D-/) + bpRD-1 == I AT bpRQT D- 1.
P P P T=O P

(£4)

(£5)

E[i(c/Jtl') I cPJ == Ax (cPt)' or

Ax == XQT

£ [u t X (cPt I 1)] == E (u, X, J 1 J, or

i (PR)T == b

Proposition 3

( i) £3 ==> E1
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(ii) E4 => E1
(iii) E4, E5 =>internal cross-correlation equivalence, i.e"

E [u, x (<pt + T )] = E (u/ x, ~ T ), T > 0

(iv) E2. E4 => internal power spectrum equivalence, i.e.,

E [x ( <P, ) x( <P, + T ) T] = E [x, x, 1'T ], T 2: 0

(v) E2, E3 => internal equivalence. i.e.,

E {[x/-x (<pt )] [x,-x (<P, )r} = O.

(iv) E3, E4, E5 => internal equivalence.

Proof

(i) E[x(<pt )] = E[E[x/I<p]] = E[x,J,

(ii) Take the expectation of E4 to get (A -I) E [x ( <p,)] = 0
Since A is stable, 1 is not an eigenvalue of A, and A -I is invertible.

(iii) E[utx'it 1= AT-I b
= AT-1X(PR)T

= X (p R Q T- I) T

= E [u, x( <Pit T ) 1
(iv) K(ATV=xDpi'(AT)T

=xDQ'xT
p

( v) Geven E2,

cov(x,-x(<p/» = K-E[x,x(et>,)TJ-E[X(<t>,)x;1 + K

But from E3

E [x,i(<t>;') I = E [E [x,1 <P,P (<p,)I I
= E [x (<p, ) .r (et>, )T I
=K

(vi) In veiw of (v) it suffices to show that E3, E4, E5 => E2

Thus x DI' i l = Ai Dr' QiT + bp R.f'

= A (x D i l
) AI + bb'

p

Since A is stable. the solution K to (6) is unique. and therefore. E2 holds, Q. E. 0,

11

4. Markov Chain Approximation

In the prededing section certain notions of weak equivalence were introduced, In
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section 5 it is shown that the consideration of these equivalence relations is not futile;
for any linear system and suitably nontrivial input there exist finite state machines
which are either cross-correlation or power spectrum equivalent. In order to con
struct such finite state machines, one is led to consider the problem which is posed
and solved in the present section.

Consider an ergodic finite Markov chain with state space <P == {1,2, ... ,m}, transi
tion matrix Q defined on ep x <P and trajectories {cPt}' These trajectories satisfy the
Markov property and the fundamental conditional probabilities (12). Let i : cP~ R n

be a given mapping from the state of the chain into the state spece of the linear system
(1). The vector valued sequece {xC cP)} then depends only on the trajectory of the
Markov chain.

The problem posed in this section addresses the following question. Can the Mar
kov chain and estimator xbe constructed so that any sample sequence x( cPt ) is also a
possible trajectory of the linear system (1)?

It should be clear that not every vector sequence is such a possible trajectory.
There must exist a scalar input sequence ilt (for every sample sequence cPt) for which

(27)

In other words, the vector x( cPt + ,) - Ax( cPt) must be a scalar multiple of the vector
b. If this is the case, then the random sequence at is uniquely of the determined by
(27). This pseudo "input" is actually a function of the trajectory {cPt}' (Therefore, the
usual cause and effect relationship of input and state are reversed). For the linear sys
tern, the present state xt and input ut are independent random variables. We shall re
quire a weaker version for at' namely

Finally, in order to avoid trivialities we shall also require that

(j2 ~ E (u; ) > 0

An algebraic version of this problem is as follows:

(28)

(29)

Problem Statement

Given (A, b) stable and controllable, find an integer m, an ergodic transition mat
rixQ, a state estimator function x and a real matrix v, for which

{

Qm(i, j) [i~). - A~(~) - bv(i, j)] = ,0, 1 ~ i, j ~ m

"ij=JQ(I,J).V(I,J) ==0, l::;l~m

i (i) # 0 for some i

(30)

(31)

(32)

The correspondence of this problem with the original question is established by
setting at == v( cPt' cPt + I)' Note that given (Q, x) the matrix v is essentially determined
by (30); v(k, j) is arbitrary if Q(k, j) == O. It is perhaps not obvious that (30)-(32)
guarantee that
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m

(J"2 == I p(i) Q(i, j) [v(i, j)]2 > 0
i, i = 1

13

(33)

(34r

(where p is the stationary measure for Q). We will demonstrate this below. Consider,
for the present, certain properties of solutions.

Let X be the n x m matrix whose cP-th column is x(cP). Let R be the m x m matrix
with components

R(i, j) == Q (i, j). v(i, j)

in analogy with the matrix R in (11). We may then rewrite (31) as

RI == 0 (35)

which is analogous to (15). Multiply (30) by p(i) and sum over i to get

xDp == AiDpQ + bpR (36)

This is analogous to (£3). Now sum (30) over j, using (34) to get

AX == XQT (37)

which is (£4). Multiply (30) by p(i) v(i, j) and sum over i, j to get

X (p R) T == (J"2 b (38)

which is similar to (£5). Define

I< == X Dp XT == £ [x( cPt ) x( cPt )T] (39)

Equations (36), (37) and (38) may be combined to get

k == A kAT + (J"2 bbT (40)

Since the only solution to the homogeneous equation Y == A Y A T is the trivial solu
tion Y == 0, (6) and (40) imply that

K == (J"2 K (41)

It follows that there can be but two possibilities. Either X == 0 and (J"2 == 0 and K == 0
or X¥- 0, (J"2 > 0 and [( is positive definite. Thus if (32) holds, then (J"2 > 0 as claimed. '

The random sequence {at} is uncorrelated. To see this, write

E [at at + T] == £ [E [at + T I cPt' cPt + 1 ' cPt + T ' cPt + T + I ] ]

== p R QT-l R1

== 0 for T> 0, by (35) (42)

(This is a consequence of the Markov property). Finally, consider the covarience
function for {xC cPt)}' Using (37) and (41) we find that

E [x(4)) x(4Jt + T)T == X Dp QT XT
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== (i Dp X7) (A T) T

== (T2 K (A T) T ( 43)

Thus, any special approximation for which (J2 == 1 is (internally) power spectrum
equivalent to the system (1).

Proposition 4

There exists a solution to the Markov chain approximation problem.

The proof of the above proposition is based on constructing the Markov chain ap
proximant given in Appendix I. To follow up the example given next, it is recom
mended to read Appendix I.

Example

The construction of (Q, i) is no doubt grossly inefficient. There may be smaller (in
the size of cP) solutions. As an example, consider first order linear systems (n == I )
with 0 < A < 1. Let b == 1. We have L == Z. and A(x) is the open interval (- M, M)
with M == l/( 1 - A). Then U is given by

{
1~ if A < 1/2

U = A / (l-A) if A :?o 1/2

Some analysis shows that

Lo == {k E Z, - f :s k ~ f}

where f is the integer satisfying

U
2

- 1 < es U
2

For the case A < 1/2, the construction yields the following chain (which is also a sol
ution for 1/2 :s A < 1, even though the construction will produce larger chains for this
range of values of A).

x == [ - 1, 0, 1] (the points in L o)

Q ==

[A-J A ? ]-1 0 1
? -A I-A

[ A I-A 0 ]q 1-2q q
0 I-A A

[ to satisfy (48) ]

[0 < q < 1/2]

This chain is ergodic with stationary measure

p == [71", ] - 277", 71"], 71" == q / (1 - A + 2Q)

One may readily check to see that (30), (3l), and (32) are satisfied.
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S. Cross-Correlation and Power Spectrum Equivalence

In section 4 we constructed a Markov chain {<t>J with a vector valued output {i( <P,)}
and a scalar valued output at = v( <Pt , <Pt t I) so as to satisfy (27)-(29). In order Lo con
struct an honest finite state system (2) we must reverse the cause and effect relation
ship between {<pJ and {(it} and relaLe iit to the actual input ur In other words we must
construct functions [and W so that if

<Ptt 1= [(<pt , u,)

iit=w(<pt,u, )

then (27)-(29) hold. Furthermore we must have

P r {<Pt t I I <Pt } = Q (<pt ' <P, + I )

(49).
(50)

(51 )

where (Q, i) is the solution to the special approximation problem. We will assume
that the distribution function F is continuous.

Define the functions [: <P x R ~ <P and w : <P x R ~ <P as follows. Let v be the
matrix which appears in (30). For a given <P E <P, let (8" ... , 8m ) be a permutation of <P
for which

v (<p , 8,) :=:; v( <P , 8) :=:; ... :=:; v (<p ,8 )_ In

Since F is continuous, we may choose numbers {ao , ... , am 4 I} satisfying

{

-x,=a <0' < <0' <0' =x

F(a
k
) -I~~ak~'~ ~.. ; (;", ~), nll+~ k :=:; m

Then [and ware such that

(52)

{
f (<p , u) = 8k

a k _ I < U S a k =>
w(<t>,u) = 1'(<p,8k ) (53)

By construction, the Markov chain defined by (49) will satisfy (51), and if (i, is
given by (50), then (27) - (29) will hold. Furthermore

E [ii I U t] > 0 (54)

This positive correlation is due to the agreement in the ordering of the {ak } with the
orderin(52).lnotherwordsu' >u => w(<p, u') ~ w(<p. u)withstrictinequalityon
a set of positive probability.

Proposition 5

If (A, b) is stable and controllable, and F is continuous. then there exists a finite
state system which is internally cross-correlation equivalent to the linear system ( I).

Proof

Let (Q, i) be a solution to the special approximation problem. Construct the maps
f and w satisfy (53) for each <p. Let ii t satisfy (50) where {<p,} is generated by the finite
state machine (49). Let 17 = E [u, iii] > O. Define a "scaled" estimator
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x' (cP) = 11- 1 X (cP)

Since (27) and (28) hold, we have

£ [i (cPt + 1) I cPJ = Ax' (cPt)
and

£ [uti' (cPt + 1) ] = 11- I E [u tX(cPt + 1) ]

£ (u] (Ai( cPt) + bUt) ]

£ [U t Ut]
= b

Therefore, for the internal approximatien if, x'), the weak equivalences (£4) and
(E5) hold and by Proposition 3, we have internal cross-correlation equivalence.

We could modify this construction to obtain internal power spectrum equivalence,
but it is not really necessary since in this case the input is of no relevance. As we men
tioned below equation (43), we need only construct a special approximation for
which

(J2 = E[a;] = 1

This is easily done by the obvious scaling i' (cP) = i( cP) / (T2'of a given special approx
imation. Therefore we have the following.

Proposition 6

If (A, b) is stable and controllable, then there exists a finite state system which is in
ternally power spectrum equivalent to the linear system (1).

We have constructively demonstrated the existence of internal cross-correlation
equivalent finite state systems and internal power spectrum equivalent finite state
systems when (A, b) is stable and controllable and F is continuous. The existence of
cross-correlation or power spectrum equivalent finite state systems follows by simply
defining Yt = g( cPt) = cx(cPt)'

6. Conclusion

The motivation for considering finite state machines (with real-valued inputs and
outputs) that are equivalent (in some sense) to a given linear system arises from the
widespread use of digital systems for the simulation of linear systems. Fidelity in this
context is usually phrased in terms of quantities such as the output mean square error
E(Yt-Yt)2. This error variance can be zero only for certain trivial cases. A different
problem is formulated here. Namely, what kinds of equivalence relations are there
for which it is possible that a linear system and a finite state machine can be equiva
lent?

Two nontrivial equivalence relations have been offered: cross-correlation, and
power spectrum equivalence. These relations involve two systems and a white noise
input process. It was shown that for any stable linear system, if the distribution func
tion F is continuous, then there are finite state machines which are equivalent to the
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linear system in either sense. (Not simulteneously, however, since Proposition 1
showed that this would imply external equivalence, and Proposition 2 showed that
this could happen only in trivial cases).

As a corollary, it follows that any power spectrum obtained by shaping white noise
with a finite order linear filter can also be obtained with a finite Markov chain. This
has been an unproved conjecture.
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Appendix I

Proof: Construction

In order to find a special approximation, one must first construct a finite set of vec
tors {i(<fJ)} such that for each <fJ there is a <fJ' for which i(<fJ') - Ai(<fJ) == bv(<fJ,<fJ').
Furthermore the set of all such v( cP,q/) must contain zero in its convex hull. This set
will be constructed using a special basis for Rtl

• Given such a set, one may construct a
transition matrix Q such that (30) and (31) hold. It then becomes necessary to verify
that the transition matrix is ergodic.

Consider the following special basis for Rtl
• Let

a(z) == zn + a I zf1 - I + ... a11 == det (z1 - A )

and let

l}J1 == b, ~k+ I == A~k + akb for k == 1, ... ,n-l

Since (A, b) is controllable, these vectors are linearly independent. By the Cayley
Hamilton theorem,

(I I)

Consider the lattice L of vectors whose components with respect to the basis {tfik } are
integer valued, i. e.,
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If x E L, then

A. M. Eshmawi el at.

II

L={ I {k'/Jk:{kEZ, k=I,2, ... ,n}
k~1

II

Ax + bu = A I {k tPk + bu
k = I

" nI {k (AtPk + ak b) + b(u - I ak {k)
k = I k ~ I

11 n

= (u - I ak {k) tPl + I {k _I tPk (I 2)
k=1 k~2

Therefore, Ax + bu is also an element of L, provided that
II

U - I ak {k is an integer
k=1

(note that (11) was used in (12)).

Denote the set of points reachable from the origin via the system (1) with inputs
bounded by I, in time I by

I

.stl.(t)={ I Ak-1buk , lukl:S I fork=1,2, ... ,I}
k~1

Let
.stl.(XJ) = U .i1(/)

(:::0

Since the eigenvalues of A satisfy IAI < 1, ,.stl.(x) is bounded. Impose the norm

1/

Ilxllx = max {I{jl : j = 1, ... , n} where x = I {i tPj
j ~ I

and choose M satisfying x E .stl.(x) => Ilxllx < M.

Lemma

For any x E L there is a trajectory of the system (1) which begins at x, remains al
ways in L, and passes through the origin in finite time, with lUll :s M(lajl + ... lal/I)

Proof
II ",,11

If XI = 'lJ~ I {j I tPj E L, and ul - £"j~ I aJ {J, E Z, then XI + I E L. Construct {u,} as

follows. If 11x,llx > M, then choose u, so that u, - 'l'; = I aj {j, is an integer but lUll :s 1/2.

If Ilx,ll" :s M, then set u,- 'l~ = I aj {jl = O. We will still have

J1 "

IU,1 = I I aj {jI I :s M I lajl
j ~ I j = j
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We can not have Ilx~I:x: > M for all t, since for each t we would have x, == A 'x + z, , where

z, == l~ + I A k
-' buk , lukl:S 1/2. Therefore, since 2zt E .sil(t).

Ilxtll:x: :s IIAI xlix + MI2

But Atx~ O. Thus there exists

T == min {t : II XI II x < M} < 'YJ

By construction, the t/J, component of x
T

t 1 will be zero, the t/J) and t/J2 components
of x

T
+ 2 will be zero, etc., (see (1 2)). In fact xt == 0 for l ~ T + n. Q.E.D.

n

U == max { 1, M L lai '}
J = 1

(I 3)

Define L o to be the set of all lattice points in L which are reachable via a trajectory of
(I) which begins at the origin, remains always in L, and satisfies IUtl :s U for all t. The
set Lo is finite since all permissible trajectories are bounded by U M. Let m be the
number of points in Lo and define i so that

{x( 1), ... , x( m) } == Lo (I 4)

For a given cP E ep == {I, 2, ... , m} consider the possible solutions (cP' , u) to the re
lations

x(cP') == Ax(cP) + bu E Lo ' lul:s U (I 5)

Let 1 be the greatest integer in U. By the definition (I 3), 1 :s 1. By the construction
of L there are at least J solutions to (I 5) with u < 0 and at least 1 solutions with U > O.
Define v(cP , cP') == u whenever (I 5) holds, arbitrary otherwise. Let Q be any transi
tion matrix satisfying Q(cP,cP') > 0 if and only if a solution (cP', u) to (I 5) exists, and
satisfying (31). This is possible because for each there are at least 21 solutions to (IS)
(and thus at least 2J positive elements in the <f.>-th row of Q). Furthermore, since the
numbers v(cP,cP') > 0 implies that (IS) holds with u = v(cP,cP'), equation (30) holds.
Finally (32) must hold trivially since the vector b must be in Loand also therefore one
of the x( cP).

Therefore we have constructed a Markov chain with transition matrix Q, a state es
timator i and a matrix v satisfying all the conditions of the problem except possibly
ergodicity.

Is Q ergodic? The origin is an element of Lo' and we may take x(l) == O. By con
struction, Q(l, 1) > 0 since (cP', uJ == (1, 0) is a solution to (IS) with cP == 1. Further
more, by the definition of L oand the facfthat Q(cP,cP') is positive whenever a solution
to (IS) exists, there must be a path of positive probability from the origin (<f> == 1) to
any other state cP'. But by the lemma, there is also a path of positive probability from
cP' back to 1. Let Tbe sufficiently large so that for any cP' there are paths of length ~ T
from cP' to 1 and 1 to cP' of positive probability. Then for any pair (cP,cP') there is a
path of positive probability of length 2T which begins at cP proceeds to 1, remains
there for a time and then proceeds to cP' at 2T. Since every element of Q2T is positive,
Q is ergodic. Thus proposition 4 is proved. Q.E.D.
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